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M-481 GUSTAF H. AND URSULA PANULA U.N. PHILATELIC COLLECTION 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 A United Nations Stamp Collection consisting of 39/58 stamps issued by the U.N. 
from 1951-1957.  These are full sheets, each consisting of 50 stamps, with a total of 
172 sheets. 1 Box. (Oversize 32) 
 
BOX  FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  UN Headquarters Building – 1951 
 002  Peace, Justice, Security – 1951 
 003  UN Flag – 1951 
 004  UN Children’s Fund – 1951 
 005  Peoples of the World – 1951 
 006  Veteran’s War Memorial Building, San Francisco - 1952 
 007  Globe and Encircled Flame – 1952 
 008  Refugee Family – 1953 
 009  Refugee Family – 1953 
 010  Envelope, UN Emblem and Map – 1953 
 011  Envelope, UN Emblem and Map – 1953 
 012  Gearwheels and UN Emblem – 1953 
 013  Gearwheels and UN Emblem – 1953 
 014  Hands Reaching Toward Flame - 1953 
 015  Hands Reaching Toward Flame - 1953 
 016  Ear of Wheat - 1954 
 017  UN Emblem and Anvil - 1954 
 018  UN European Office, Geneva - 1954 
 019  Mother and Child - 1954 
 020  Symbol of Flight - 1955 
 021  UNESCO Emblem - 1955 
 022  UN Charter - 1955 
 023  UN Charter - 1955 
 024  Hand Holding Torch - 1955 
 025  Hand Holding Torch - 1955 
 026  Symbols of Telecommunication - 1956 
 027  Symbols of Telecommunication - 1956 
 028  Globe and Caduceus - 1956 
 029  General Assembly - 1956 
 030  Flame and Globe - 1956 
 031  Flame and Globe - 1956 
 032  Weather Balloon - 1957 
 033  Weather Balloon - 1957 
 034  Badge of UN Emergency Force - 1957 
 035  Badge of UN Emergency Force - 1957 
 036  UN Emblem and Globe - 1957 
 037  UN Emblem and Globe - 1957 
 038  Flaming Torch - 1957 
 039  Flaming Torch - 1957 
